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EL 50
Stacker truck for handling of heavy loads

Load capacity up to 5.000 kg, available upon request

STRENGTHS:

Masts with light design for total visibility

AC alternating current traction motor ensuring greater power and maximum efficiency with less maintenance

Traction battery and driving type elements 320 Ah - 24 V

Fork lifting and lowering with proportional buttons

The central tiller arm of the truck and the spring loaded wheel with 5 touching points allow keeping a constant contact with the floor and reducing driver 

arm vibrations, as well as minimum steering effort even with full load.

Electric steering system that sets new standards in terms of manoeuvrability and practicality

 LOAD CAPACITY UP TO 2.500 KG

 SPECIAL DIMENSIONS UPON REQUEST

 

 

 

UPON REQUEST:

Other lifting capacities

Fitting of built-in charger

Operator transport platform

Other options
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SOME OPTIONALS

OPERATOR TRANSPORT PLATFORM METALLIC/GALVANISED VERSION

LITHIUM BATTERY SCALE/PRINTER

USE IN COLD STORE
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Type Stacker trucks Class Stacker trucks for normal use and heavy loads

Load capacity (Kg) 5000 Lifting capacity (mm) 5200

Type Stacker trucks Class Stacker trucks for normal use and heavy loads

Load capacity (Kg) 5000 Lifting capacity (mm) 5200
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